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The slides to be stained for HMB45 comprised : 

1. Skin 

2. Kidney 

3. Angiomyolipoma 

4. Malignant melanoma 

All tissues sent were fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin. 

Criteria for assessing staining as optimal were: 

Skin Negative staining in all cells except few reactive melanocytes 

Kidney Negative staining in all the cells  

Angiomyolipoma Moderate to intense staining in few of the tumor cells only  

Malignant melanoma Weak to moderately intense staining in majority of the cells 

 

Participants’ overall performance was assessed based on following criteria: 

1. Selection of proper antibody 

2. Label 

3. Integrity of sections 

4. Artifacts affecting overall staining in all tissues 

5. Intensity of staining reaction in each tissue in the set. 

6. Proportion of staining reaction in each tissue in the set 

7. Non-specific staining reaction and background staining. 

 

Participants’ performance specific for the antibody related critical parameters was assessed separately 

based on following criteria: 

1. Intensity of staining reaction in each tissue in the set and 

2. proportion of staining reaction in each tissue in the set. 

 

The background and non-specific staining is usually the attribute of dilution of antibody/blocking steps etc. 

Therefore, we have restricted the performance character of the antibody to be judged by intensity and 

proportion of staining reaction (critical score). This may help one choose proper antibody clone/vendor. 

However the performance of the laboratory as far as technique of IHC is concerned, should be judged by 

overall score. 

Participation: 
Total 20 laboratories submitted stained sections. 
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Results: 

The performance of the group was averaging 72%. The median score was 77%. This is irrespective of the 

clone, vendor and methodology. The results were assessed based on following cut offs for the overall 

score (and critical score): 

 Cut off No. of labs 

Optimal >77% 11 (10) 

Good >72%,<77% 02 

Borderline >60%,<72% 05 

Poor <60% 02 

 

Antibody details and performance analysis based on critical parameter score: 

RTU Conc Vendor N Clone Optimum 
(>97%) 

Good 
(90-97) 

Borderline 
(80-89) 

Poor 
(70-79) 

16  

Dako 7 HMB45 5 1  1 

Biogenex 3 HMB45 1 1  1 

CellMarque 1 HMB45    1 

Pathnsitu 2 HMB45    2 

Biocare 2 HMB45 1 1   

Pathnsitu 1 Melanosome    1 

 00 
       

       

       

* 4 out of 20 laboratories did not submit protocol. 

Comments: 
1. Which clone has the best outcome? 

The only clone other than HMB45 was Melanosome (Pathnsitu). Dako is the most popular 

vendor. 

2. What was better, RTU or Concentrated? 

All the participants used RTU antibody. 

3. Is the pH of retrieval buffer important? 

Only 1 laboratory used acidic pH for HIER. This laboratory had optimum performance. 

4. What is the best epitope retrieval method? 

HIER was used by all laboratories. 

5. Which technique was better, manual or automated? 
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Automated technique showed more poor results (68%, 4 out of 6). However, these three 

laboratories used different vendors-Dako, Pathnsitu and CellMarque. The one using Dako used it 

after expiry. This effectively means that the other two vendors could be responsible for the poor 

outcome. 

6. In the poor performance cases, what is more responsible, antibody clone or other factors? 

Less successful antibody was the reasons for poor performance in this run. 4 out of 5 poor 

performing cases used antibodies other than Dako. The one having poor score with Dako 

antibody used it beyond expiry. Probably, vendor selection is more responsible for outcome. 

7. What is the best control material for this marker? 

Malignant melanoma appears to be the best control material for this marker. 
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